
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Memory Hierarchy 

2. Cache Memory 

3. Cache Mapping Techniques 

4. Types of Cache Misses 

 

In the Computer System Design, Memory Hierarchy is an enhancement 

to organize the memory such that it can minimize the access time. The 

Memory Hierarchy was developed based on a program behavior known 

as locality of references. The figure below clearly demonstrates the 

different levels of memory hierarchy: 
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• External Memory or Secondary Memory  

Comprising of Magnetic Disk, Optical Disk, Magnetic Tape i.e. 

peripheral storage devices which are accessible by the processor via I/O 

Module. 

• Internal Memory or Primary Memory  

Comprising of Main Memory, Cache Memory & CPU registers. This is 

directly accessible by the processor. 

• Capacity: 

It is the global volume of information the memory can store. As we move 

from top to bottom in the Hierarchy, the capacity increases. 

• Access Time: 

It is the time interval between the read/write request and the availability 

of the data. As we move from top to bottom in the Hierarchy, the access 

time increases. 

• Cost per bit: 

As we move from bottom to top in the Hierarchy, the cost per bit increases 

i.e. Internal Memory is costlier than External Memory. 
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Cache Memory  

Cache Memory is a special very high-speed memory. It is used to speed 

up and synchronizing with high-speed CPU. Cache memory is costlier 

than main memory or disk memory but economical than CPU registers. 

Cache memory is an extremely fast memory type that acts as a buffer 

between RAM and the CPU. It holds frequently requested data and 

instructions so that they are immediately available to the CPU when 

needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Levels of memory 

• Level 1 or Register  

It is a type of memory in which data is stored and accepted that are immediately 

stored in CPU. Most commonly used register is accumulator, Program counter, 

address register etc. 

• Level 2 or Cache memory 

 It is the fastest memory which has faster access time where data is temporarily 

stored for faster access. 

• Level 3 or Main Memory  

It is memory on which computer works currently. It is small in size and once 

power is off data no longer stays in this memory. 

• Level 4 or Secondary Memory  

It is external memory which is not as fast as main memory but data stays 

permanently in this memory. 
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Cache Definitions 

• Cache Hit = Desired data is in current level of cache  

• Cache Miss = Desired data is not present in current level  

• When a cache miss occurs, the new block is brought from the lower 

level into cache – If cache is full a block must be evicted  

Cache Mapping Techniques 

• Tag – Portion of the block’s address range used to identify the MM 

block residing in the cache from other MM blocks. 

•  Valid bit – Indicates the block is occupied with valid data (i.e. not 

empty or invalid) 

• Dirty bit – Indicates the cache and MM copies are “inconsistent” 

(i.e. a write has been done to the cached copy but not the main 

memory copy) 

Mapping Techniques 

Determines where blocks can be placed in the cache 

• By reducing number of possible MM blocks that map to a cache block, 

hit logic (searches) can be done faster 

• Three Primary Methods: 

– Direct Mapping 

– Fully Associative Mapping 

– Set-Associative Mapping 
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Direct Mapping 

A direct-mapped cache is the simplest 

approach: each main memory address maps 

to exactly one cache block.  

• For example, on the right is a 16-byte 

main memory and a 4-byte cache 

(four 1-byte blocks).  

•  Memory locations 0, 4, 8 and 12 all 

map to cache block 0.  Addresses 1, 5, 

9 and 13 map to cache block 1, etc.  

 

• With our four-byte cache we would 

inspect the two least significant bits of 

our memory addresses.  

• Again, you can see that address 14 

(1110 in binary) maps to cache block 2 

(10 in binary).  

• Taking the least k bits of a binary value 

is the same as computing that value 

mod 2k. 
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Fully Associative Mapping 

• When data is fetched from memory, it can be placed in any unused 

block of the cache. 

•  This way we’ll never have a conflict between two or more memory 

addresses which map to a single cache block. 

• In the previous example, we might put memory address 2 in cache 

block 2, and address 6 in block 3. Then subsequent repeated 

accesses to 2 and 6 would all be hits instead of misses.  

• If all the blocks are already in use, it’s usually best to replace the 

least recently used one, assuming that if it hasn’t used it in a while, 

it won’t be needed again anytime soon. 

However, a fully associative cache is expensive to implement.  

• Because there is no index field in the address anymore, the entire 

address must be used as the tag, increasing the total cache size.  

•  Data could be anywhere in the cache, so we must check the tag of 

every cache block. That’s a lot of comparators! 
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Set-Associative Mapping 

An intermediate possibility is a set-associative cache.  

• The cache is divided into groups of blocks, called sets.  

• Memory address maps to exactly one set in the cache, but data may 

be placed in any block within that set.  

•  If each set has 2x blocks, the cache is a 2 x -way associative cache.  

• Here are several possible organizations of an eight-block cache. 

 

Example placement in set-associative caches 

Where would data from memory byte address 6195 be placed, assuming 

the eight-block cache designs below, with 16 bytes per block?  

 6195 in binary is 00...0110000 011 0011.  

 Each block has 16 bytes, so the lowest 4 bits are the block offset.  

 For the 1-way cache, the next three bits (011) are the set index.  

For the 2-way cache, the next two bits (11) are the set index. 

 For the 4-way cache, the next one bit (1) is the set index. 

The data may go in any block, shown in green, within the correct set. 
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Types of Cache Misses 

1. Compulsory Miss 

• On the first access to a block, the block must be brought into the 

cache. 

• Also known as cold start misses, or first reference misses. 

• Can be reduced by increasing cache block size or prefetching cache 

blocks. 

2. Capacity Miss 

• Blocks may be replaced from cache because the cache cannot hold 

all the block needed by a program. 

• Can be reduced by increasing the total cache size 

3. Conflict Miss 

• In case of direct mapping or N-way set associative mapping, several 

blocks may be mapped to the same block or set in the cache. 

• May result in block replacements and hence access misses, even 

though all the cache blocks may not be occupied. 

• Can be reduced by increasing the value of N (cache associativity) 
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SUMMARY 

• If so (called cache hit), the word is directly accessed from the cache 

memory. 

• If not, the block containing the requested word is brought from main 

memory. 

• For writes, sometimes the CPU can also directly write to main 

memory. 

Objective is to keep the commonly used blocks in the cache memory. 

Will result in significantly improved performance due to the property of 

locality of reference 
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